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CHAPTER 9 
Equesis Creek 

9.1     GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Reference is made to the Key Map, (Figure 9.1) and the Schematic 

(Figure 9.2). 

Equesis Creek has a natural watershed of 77 square miles and is the 

least developed of all the tributaries under study.  It is a simple 

system with one major headwater lake, no significant tributaries and no 

diversions Into the watershed.  The main valley bottom and river delta 

provides most present and potential irrigable land.  Being largely 

Indian Reservation, nearly all water licencing is held by the Department 

of Indian Affairs. 

In 1970, the area served an estimated population of 90 persons and 

contained 356 acres of irrigated land.  Much of this area is outside the 

natural watershed as shown by Figure 9.1. 

The headwaters of Equesis Creek are located approximately 16 miles 

northwest of its mouth on the ridge separating the Okanagan and Thompson 

River watersheds.  The highest mountain on this ridge is Tuktakamin 

Mountain which reaches an elevation of 5811 feet.  Flow from the mountain 

ridge and a much less steep area to the south soon reaches Pinaus Lake 

(CP1).  This lake (elevation 3355 feet) with a surface area of 9500 acres 

is one of the largest natural lakes in the whole Okanagan.  Outflow from 

Pinaus Lake passes, through a small unnamed lake before entering a deep-

cut valley which leads fairly directly to Okanagan Lake.  Only minor 

tributaries such as Ewer (MP1), Banks, McGregor and Musgrave join Equesis 

Creek along its course. 

As shown by the area-elevation curves on Figure 14.2, the median 

elevation of Equesis Creek is 4000 feet.  Apart from Vernon and Kelowna 

Creeks which are lower, this is the lowest median elevation of creeks 

under study in this chapter.  Land rises steeply for the first 2000 feet 

above Okanagan Lake leaving only 20% of the watershed below 3000 feet 

elevation.  Thereafter, average land slopes decrease at a fairly 

constant rate, over 70% of the subbasin being between 3000 and 5000 feet 

elevation.  The final 10% of the area includes the mountain peaks which 

rise to 5800 feet. 

Apart from the region near its mouth where the valley widens, the area's 
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tributary to the lower reaches of Equesis Creek are unremittingly steep.  

Between elevation 4000 and 5000 feet there exists, a relatively flat 

upland plat-eau which is tributary to Pinaus Lake. 

The profile of Equesis Creek (Figure 14.3) shows that it rises at a 

slowly increasing gradient averaging 152 feet per mile to Pinaus Lake. 

There are two hydrometric stations within the Equesis Creek system 

and these are located on Figure 9.1.  One station (8NM176) on Ewer Creek 

provides only occasional measurements.  The more significant hydrometric 

station is 8NM161 located near the creek mouth.  Its records are daily 

all-year but are of short duration.  Hydrographs of mean monthly flows 

passing this station have been plotted on Figure 4.8. 

9.2     HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

There are no organized water users communities in the Equesis Creek 

watershed.  Mater licences are held by the Department of Indian Affairs 

and Individual farmers. 

Exploitation of the water source for irrigation purposes began in 

earnest around 1922 when an earth fill dam was built on Pinaus Lake.  

Farmers occupying the valley bottom of upland stretches of Equesis Creek 

diverted the water directly from the creek for use nearby.  The Indian 

band occuping the alluvial fan of Equesis Creek diverted their water for 

considerable distances by wood flume.  At the present time, the ditch 

method of irrigation is employed although it is expected that at least 

some areas will be converted to sprinkler irrigation in the near future. 

In 1953 the Department of Indian Affairs built a new dam on Pinaus 

Lake, raising its storage capacity to the present 2156 acre feet. 

9.3     LAND USE AND WATER REQUIREMENTS 

The Equesis Creek watershed serves two small agricultural 

groupings, one Indian, one non-Indian. 

The non-Indian grouping serves 204 acres of irrigated land in the 

valley bottom of Equesis Creek at an elevation of around 1900 feet.  

Their water is assumed to be diverted at UP 1 and UP 2. 

The Indian grouping occupies a tiny settlement near the Equesis Creek 

delta.  An estimated 204 acres of land is irrigated by diversion at UPS.  There 

are, in fact, four diversion points at which water is taken by ditch to provide 
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KEY MAP EQUESIS CR.
Figure 9.1
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EQUESIS CR. SCHEMATIC Figure 9.2 
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rill irrigation to areas north and south of the creek.  A piped, 

pressurized domestic water system serves approximately 60 persons near 

Six Mile Creek. 

Plans have been prepared for the conversion of roughly 100 acres 

of ditch-irrigated land to sprinkler irrigation.  To date, these plans 

have not been implemented. 

It is to be noted that, because the coarse alluvial soil is very 

pervious, serious water losses occur in transit by the ditch 

irrigation method.  Conversion to a piped system would result in 

marked economics in the quantity of water required. 

Equesis Creek and Pinaus Lake are important to the propagation of 

Rainbow Trout and Kokanee.  During winter, the gate on Pinaus Lake is 

left open to create flow and prevent winter kill of fish downstream. 

The computer print-outs are based on a program which does not 

take account of the small domestic population within the watershed.  

Input data is shown on Table 9.1. 

 

TABLE 9.1 

WATER USERS IN THE EQUESIS CREEK WATERSHED (1970)  

(COMPUTER INPUT DATA) 

 

Consumptive use diversions as listed above are assumed to result 

in no return flow within the Equesis Creek sub-basin.  However, 

consumptive use diversions are expected to provide a return flow to 

Okanagan Lake.  The amount of return flow varies with the type of use 

and for irrigation is estimtated at 50% of diversion. 

From the above, water utilization in terms of the amounts of 

consumed water and return flow within the Okanagan Lake Basin may be 

tabulated as follows (Table 9.2): 
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TABLE 9.2  

WATER UTILIZATION IN EQUESIS CREEK (1970) 

 

A monthly breakdown of diversion requirements during the 

irrigation season is as shown on Table 9.3. 

  

 

TABLE 9.3 

DIVERSION REQUIREMENTS ON EQUESIS CREEK (1970)  

GIVEN IN ACRE FEET 

 

In order to acquire rights over the use of water, most users, acting either 
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individually or collectively in an irrigation district, have maintained 

water licenses for storage and diversion granted by the Crown, in right of 

the Province.  Licenses provide their holder with rights over the stated 

amount of water and, in cases of shortage, the older license takes 

precedence over the newer. 

Current water licenses in 1970 for both storage and consumptive 

use are as listed on Table 9.4 

 

TABLE 9.4  

WATER LICENSES ON EOUESIS CREEK (1970) 

 

9.4    ESTIMATED NATURAL WATER SUPPLY 

Estimated natural water yields for the area are shown on computer 

print-out sheets, reproduced on Figure 9.3, (Dry Year), Figure 9.4, 

(Average Year) and Figure 9.5, (Wet Year). 

In summary, the annual precipitation and natural runoff of the 

Equesis Creek Basin under the three types of year is as follows 

(Table 9.5): 

 

TABLE 9.5  

ESTIMATED NATURAL WATER YIELDS FOR EQUESIS CREEK SUB-BASIN 

 

Note:  Abstracted from computer print-out data which is 

based on simulated flows for period 1921-1970. 
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  EQUESIS CR. DRY YEAR (NATURAL FLOW) Figure 9.3 

EQUESIS CR. AVERAGE YEAR (NATURAL FLOW) Figure 9.4 

EQUESIS CR. WET YEAR (NATURAL FLOW) Figure 9.5 
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9.4.1 Storage 

Reference is made to Figure 9.2. 

In a climate of spring floods and summer droughts it is necessary to 

store a high proportion of total available water so that it may be used 

when needed. 

As a general rule, in other tributaries storage is approaching 

maximum  development and there is an ever increasing demand for more 

water.  Such is not the case on Equesis Creek which is blessed with a 

large natural lake to provide storage.  Also, since most undeveloped land 

is within an Indian Reservation, there is a subnormal pressure to develop 

land and demand increased water supply.  This provides an excellent 

climate in which the Department of Fisheries can enhance an already 

desirable fishing area. 

9.4.2   Pinaus Lake 

This is the only major lake in the watershed.  It is owned and 

controlled by the Department of "Indian Affairs with the cooperation of 

the local white farmers.  The low dam, of concrete gravity design, was 

built in 1953 to replace an earlier dam built around 1922.  The spillway 

is at elevation 3355.4 feet.  The control works consist of a 24 inch 

culvert with an outlet invert set at elevation 3350.0 feet.  This 

provides a maximum drawdown of 5.4 feet. 

Hydraulic information on Pinaus Lake is tabulated as follows (Table 9.6) 

 

TABLE 9.6  

1970 STORAGES IN THE EQUESIS CREEK SYSTEM 

 

It win be noted that there appears to be a very adequate supply of 

natural runoff, even in a drought year. 

Methods of operation are by no means rigid, but are estimated to 

follow the pattern outlined on Table 9.7. 
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Photo 37 PINAUS LAKE - Looking West (Sept. 12, 1973) 

Equesis Creek System 

 

Photo 38 KING EDWARD LAKE - Looking North (Sept. 12, 1973) 

Vernon Creek System 
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TABLE 9.7  

RULE CURVE VALUES FOR EQUESIS CREEK RESERVOIR 

 

Explanation;  For any given month - 

1.   Percentages shown refer to active storage occupied by water at end 

of month, e.g., 30% storage occupied by water at end of March. 

2.   When rule curve value is exceeded, all excess water is released. 

3.   When rule curve value is not achieved, only stated water 

requirements are released. 

4.   Information based on local records of water users. 

The above rule curve have been used in computer programming for 

the production of print-outs showing regulated flows. 

At the 1970 stage of development, little special consideration is 

given to the operation of storage for Fisheries or other non-consumptive 

use. 

9.4.3   Residual Flows 

When natural flow is affected by storage changes, diversions to or 

from the area and withdrawals for irrigation, domestic or industrial 

purposes, the resulting creek flow is called the "residual flow".  These 

residual flows, for various selected points and three types of weather 

year at 1970 development, are shown on computer print-outs.  They are 

reproduced as Figure 9.6 (Dry Year), Figure 9.7 (Average Year), and 

Figure 9.8 (Wet Year). 

Reference to these figures will show that residual flows 

immediately upstream and immediately downstream from the selected point 

are given.  The difference is the amount diverted at the point for 

consumptive use.  It will be noted that there are no "demand 

deficiencies" at the 1970 stage of development, even in a "dry" year. 

Reference to Figure 9.9 and 9.6 will show that, based on 

Department of Fisheries estimates of need, there would be a 

considerable shortage of water during winter for non-consumptive 

use.  In the winter of a "Dry" year, when no diversions for 

irrigation are being made, it appears that Fisheries water shortages 

range up to 60% of their stated requirement.  Even in an "Average" 
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  EQUESIS CR. DRY YEAR (1970)      Figure 9.6 

  EOUESIS CR. AVERAGE YEAR (1970) Figure 9.7 
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EQUESIS CR.      WET YEAR (1970) 

Figure 9.8 
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EQUESIS CR. (1970) DEFICIENCY DIAGRAM Figure 9.9 
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year, Fisheries shortages of up to 30% are noted in winter.  It is 

understood that this apparent shortage does not exist in practice since 

the gate on the Pinaus Lake Dam is left partially open in winter to 

prevent fish kill. 

In conclusion, the contribution which Equesis Creek makes to the 

total tributary inflow to Okanagan Lake may be evaluated for various 

types of year as shown on Table 9.8. 

 

TABLE 9.8  

COMPARISON BETWEEN INFLOW TO EQUESIS CREEK AND OKANAGAN LAKE 

 

 


